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Fire drives functional thresholds on the savanna–forest transition
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Abstract. In tropical landscapes, vegetation patches with contrasting tree densities are
distributed as mosaics. However, the locations of patches and densities of trees within them
cannot be predicted by climate models alone. It has been proposed that plant–fire feedbacks
drive functional thresholds at a landscape scale, thereby maintaining open (savanna) and
closed (forest) communities as two distinct stable states. However, there is little rigorous
field evidence for this threshold model. Here we aim to provide support for such a model
from a field perspective and to analyze the functional and phylogenetic consequences of fire
in a Brazilian savanna landscape (Cerrado). We hypothesize that, in tropical landscapes,
savanna and forest are two stable states maintained by plant–fire feedbacks. If so, their
functional and diversity attributes should change abruptly along a community closure
gradient. We set 98 plots along a gradient from open savanna to closed forest in the
Brazilian Cerrado and tested for a threshold pattern in nine functional traits, five soil
features, and seven diversity indicators. We then tested whether the threshold pattern was
associated with different fire regimes. Most community attributes presented a threshold
pattern on the savanna–forest transition with coinciding breakpoints. The thresholds
separated two community states: (1) open environments with low-diversity communities
growing in poor soils and dominated by plants that are highly resistant to high-intensity
fires; and (2) closed environments with highly diverse plant communities growing in more
fertile soils and dominated by shade-tolerant species that efficiently prevent light from
reaching the understory. In addition, each state was associated with contrasting fire regimes.
Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that forests and savannas are two coexisting
stable states with contrasting patterns of function and diversity that are regulated by fire–
plant feedbacks; our results also shed light on the mechanism driving each state. Overall, our
results support the idea that fire plays an important role in regulating the distribution of
savanna and forest biomes in tropical landscapes.
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INTRODUCTION

Forest and savanna are two major terrestrial biomes

dominating tropical landscapes (Woodward et al. 2004).

Although their occurrences at a global scale may be

predicted by climate-based models, at regional to local

scales patches of contrasting tree densities may occur

within the same climatic conditions (Hoffmann et al.

2005, Bond 2008, Hirota et al. 2011, Ratnan et al. 2011,

Staver et al. 2011, Murphy and Bowman 2012; see Plate

1). Consequently, more complex models have been

proposed to explain the differences between climate-

based predictions and the actual vegetation cover in

tropical landscapes (Bond et al. 2005, Archibald et al.

2009, Pueyo et al. 2010, Lehmann et al. 2011, Staver and

Levin 2012). There is an emerging consensus that fire

plays a fundamental role in these systems and that its

relationship with vegetation dynamics is more complex

than what a simple correlative model would predict

(Bond and Keeley 2005, Staver et al. 2011, Murphy and

Bowman 2012).

A model based on alternative stable state theory and

tree growth–fire interaction (the ‘‘tree growth–fire

interaction’’ model) has been recently proposed to

explain the dynamics of savanna–forest systems (Hoff-

mann et al. 2012a, Murphy and Bowman 2012). Such a

model was built upon the assumption that savanna and

forest are two alternative stable states with distinct

structures and functions that are maintained by positive

plant–fire stabilizing feedbacks. The transition from

savanna to forest would be dependent on the crossing of

two ecological thresholds: (1) the fire-resistance thresh-

old, i.e., the stage at which an individual tree achieves a

critical bark thickness and becomes fire resistant,

surpassing the fire-vulnerable juvenile stage (Hoffmann

et al. 2009); and (2) the fire-suppression threshold, i.e.,
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the stage at which a woodland achieves sufficient canopy

closure to dramatically reduce the flammability of the

system (for example, decreased light and C4 grass

density and increased moisture [Hoffmann et al.

2012a]). Because species common in forest environments

need more time to achieve critical bark thickness than

species typical of savanna, the crossing of these

thresholds would be dependent upon sufficient fire

intervals (Hoffmann et al. 2012a). In landscapes where

fire frequency is high, the occurrence of forest is

predicted to be associated with plant growth enhancers

(for example, high water or nutrient availability

[Hoffmann et al. 2009, Murphy and Bowman 2012]).

Although this idea is straightforward, most of the

evidence for stable states in forest–savanna systems

comes from indirect inferences and theoretical models

(Hennenberg et al. 2006, Hoffmann et al. 2012a, Staver

and Levin 2012). Because fire inhibition may be achieved

at tree densities much lower than those observed in

forests (Trauernicht et al. 2012), finding field evidence of

these critical switching points and their consequences at

the community scale would provide a more mechanistic

understanding of the processes driving stable states in

the tropics.

Within this framework we aim to find evidence of

functional and diversity shifts consistent with two

vegetation states in the Brazilian Cerrado domain, a

fire-prone mosaic of savannas and forests with variable

structures (Oliveira-Filho and Ratter 2002, Hoffmann et

al. 2005). In this system, annual rainfall and dry season

soil water availability have lower predictive power for

plant physiognomies than in Australian and African

savanna–forest systems (Murphy and Bowman 2012),

and except for the driest sites, all levels of tree cover may

occur within the same climatic conditions (Goodland

and Pollard 1973, Oliveira-Filho and Ratter 2002,

Hoffmann et al. 2005). Although early studies attributed

the physiognomic gradient of the Cerrado to a gradient

of fertility (Goodland and Polard 1973), increasing

evidence suggests that soil fertility and texture alone are

weak predictors of tree density (Lehmann et al. 2011,

Staver et al. 2011, Hoffmann et al. 2012a) because: (1)

savanna and forests have been found to be associated

with a diversity of edaphic conditions (Haridasan 1992,

Hoffmann et al. 2012a); (2) forest species are able to

colonize and grow in these savannas in the absence of

fire (Hoffmann and Franco 2003, Hoffmann et al. 2009);

and (3) there is sufficient nutrient stock in the soils of

open Cerrado physiognomies to support a forest

biomass (Bond 2010). Forests within Cerrado land-

scapes tend to experience more fires than forests in other

savanna–forest systems (Murphy and Bowman 2012),

but the fire frequency is much lower than in open

Cerrado physiognomies (Hoffmann et al. 2009, 2012a).

Because Cerrado landscapes include patches with

significant variability in tree densities, they offer an

excellent opportunity to study functional changes and

threshold effects along this community closure gradient.

We hypothesized that in Cerrado landscapes, despite the

existence of a gradient of community structure (from
open savannas to closed forests), there are two well-

defined stable states of community function, each
associated with contrasting levels of community closure

and maintained by different fire regimes. Consequently,
we predicted the existence of an abrupt shift in

community parameters along a community closure
gradient reflecting distinct vegetation states, particularly
in the community parameters related to fire–plant

feedbacks. Given that open communities are more
flammable and that fire opens up the communities

(Gambiza et al. 2000, Hennenberg et al. 2006, Higgins et
al. 2007), we expected fire feedbacks to enhance not only

the compositional and phylogenetic differences between
the alternative states but also the differences in fire

escape strategies in a fire-prone landscape. Specifically,
we expected fire–plant feedbacks to segregate open

communities dominated by fire-resistant species with
early investments in bark thickness and high vegetative

recovery rates from communities dominated by fire-
sensitive species, which protect themselves from fire by

efficiently closing the canopy and reducing the flamma-
bility of the system (Hoffmann et al. 2012b). In

landscapes where fire is frequent, forests are predicted
to be restricted to high-resource soils, which decreases

the time needed to accumulate fire-protective barks and
to achieve canopy closure and thus fire inhibition
(Hoffmann et al. 2009). Thus we expected soil fertility

to change abruptly along the community closure
gradient. Finally, the consequences of different ecolog-

ical settings (light and nutrient availability, fire regime)
between open and closed communities should also have

implications for species assembly and community
diversity. To evaluate these predictions, we sampled

plant functional traits, soil nutrients, and plant diversity
attributes along a savanna–forest gradient (that is, a

community closure gradient) in a Cerrado reserve (Emas
National Park, Brazil) and tested for the existence of

consistent thresholds separating communities with
contrasting fire regimes. Our results will be consistent

with two vegetation states maintained by plant–fire
stabilizing feedbacks if (1) community attributes (par-

ticularly the ones discussed here) show a significant
breakpoint along the community closure gradient; (2)

the threshold model defined by this breakpoint explains
significantly more variability than a linear model; and

(3) there are different fire regimes on the different sides
of the threshold.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study site

Emas National Park (ENP) is a 132 000-ha World

Heritage site containing flora, fauna, and key habitats
that characterize the Cerrado. It is located in the

Brazilian Central Plateau, in the southwest of the state
of Goiás (178490–188280 S and 528390–538100 W). All of

the Neotropical savanna physiognomies can be found
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within the park, but open Cerrado physiognomies

predominate, covering ;68% of the area; dense savan-

nas and forests cover ;25% and 1.2% of the area,

respectively (Ramos-Neto and Pivello 2000; see Appen-

dix A). The climate is tropical humid (Aw, following

Köppen 1931), with two well-defined seasons: a dry

season (from May to September) and a warmer rainy

season (from October to April). The annual rainfall

varies between 1200 and 2000 mm, concentrated mainly

from October to March, and mean annual temperature

is 24.68C (Ramos-Neto and Pivello 2000). The soils are

mainly dystrophic Oxisols. Until 1984, the park was

exploited by cattle ranchers, and fire was used to

generate fodder (Ramos-Neto and Pivello 2000). After

a large fire in 1994 that burned most of the park, the fire

management policy of the reserve was changed: natural

fires are now allowed in the park, and a network of

annually burned firebreaks limits the spread of fires

(Ramos-Neto and Pivello 2000). Hence, large fires

burning throughout the park became less frequent.

During the sampling period, the ENP was a mosaic of

patches with differing fire histories.

Sampling

Using a map of time since last fire and a GIS, we set

100 5 3 5 m plots stratified by fire age and located near

small roads. For practical and legal reasons, plots that

fell in an inaccessible region of the park were discarded.

We also discarded plots with fewer than three woody

individuals (stem diameter at the ground level � 3 cm)

and those with fewer than two species. Because the areas

that were unburned for .15 yr were all relatively small

forest fragments, most of which were inaccessible, we

distributed 20 plots systematically in two accessible

forest fragments. The final analysis included 98 plots

with different fire ages (from 1 yr to .32 yr) and

different vegetation structures. Forest plots correspond-

ed to typical semideciduous forests of the region and

were set every 50 m along the trail that crosses each of

the forest fragments and at 20 m from the trail. The

ENP is mostly flat, and there were no strong topo-

graphic differences among the sampled plots. During the

rainy seasons of 2009–2010 and 2010–2011 we sampled

in each plot all woody individuals with stem diameter at

the ground level � 3 cm and identified them to species.

For each individual we measured plant height, stem

diameter, bark thickness, and leaf toughness, and

collected leaf, wood, and soil samples for further

analyses (Appendix B: Field sampling). In the labora-

tory, we calculated the height-to-diameter ratio and

bark thickness-to-diameter ratio and measured the

specific leaf area, leaf nitrogen, phosphorus and

potassium content, and wood density (Appendix B:

Plant functional traits). These functional traits are

related to fire resistance (bark thickness-to-diameter

ratio; Lawes et al. 2012), vegetative recovery ratios

(wood density; Curran et al. 2008), topkill (height-to-

diameter ratio; Dantas et al. 2013), shade tolerance

(specific leaf area; Westoby et al. 2002), and nutrient use

(specific leaf area, leaf toughness, and leaf nutrient

contents; Westoby et al. 2002, Craine 2009). Traits were

measured in all individual plants because intraspecific

variability is an important component of trait variability

that influences species assembly (Jung et al. 2010, Viole

et al. 2012, Dantas et al. 2013). Composite soil samples

from each plot were sent to the Soil Science Laboratory

at the University of São Paulo, where soil organic matter

content (OM) and the concentration of available

phosphorus (P), total nitrogen (N), cations (Ca, Mg,

K), and aluminum (Al) were determined (Appendix B:

Soil data).

Fire history

We used annual satellite images from 1979–2010 to

determine fire years in each plot. Images from 1979–

1983 were obtained from the satellites Landsat 1, 2, and

3 (Multispectral Scanner System; 80-m resolution),

whereas images from 1984–2010 were obtained from

the satellites Landsat 5 and 7 (Thematic Mapper and

Enhanced Thematic Mapper; 30-m resolution). The

mean fire interval for each plot was determined as the

inverse of fire frequency in the plot. We assigned the

maximum fire interval (32 yr) for plots that had not

burned within the period we examined.

Community closure index

To test whether community parameters displayed a

threshold relationship along the savanna-to-forest gra-

dient, we calculated a community closure index (CCI) as

the sum of the woody volume of all plants in the plot,

standardized to vary from 0 to 1. We computed the

woody volume of each individual tree, assuming a cone

shape (i.e., basal area3height/3). The index was used as

an indicator of the light environment, from open

communities (CCI close to 0) to closed communities

(CCI close to 1). We did not consider tree cover because

of the low resolution at the extremes of the gradient.

Basal area was also discarded because plots with the

same basal area (especially at intermediate basal area

values) may vary substantially in structure, depending

on the height of the plants. Our index is expected to be

more sensitive to fine-scale variability in light incidence

than tree cover or basal area and is therefore more

appropriate for testing our hypothesis (see Appendix C).

Indeed, evidence points out that woody volume is better

in distinguishing Cerrado physiognomies than is basal

area (Batalha et al. 2001). Moreover, combined plant

height and stem diameters are good predictors of canopy

leaf biomass in the Cerrado (Delitti et al. 2006), and

there is evidence that wood volume is also a good

predictor (Salis et al. 2006). Thus we expected CCI to

reflect the changes in structure and the light environ-

ment along the transition from open savanna to forest.

The CCI enabled us to order the plots according to

community closure and test for threshold patterns in

community parameters along the gradient.
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Numerical analyses

We computed alpha and beta diversity for each plot

along the CCI gradient, considering both traditional

(nonphylogenetic) as well as phylogenetic-based indices,

as described in Appendix B.

To test for threshold-type relationships (i.e., abrupt

changes) among community attributes along the CCI

gradient (against the null hypotheses of no pattern or a

simple linear pattern), we used the following procedure

for each community attribute: (1) We first tested for

significant structural changes in the distribution of the

community parameter along the CCI gradient by fitting

an ordinary least-square model before and after every

possible breakpoint in the variable distribution and

computing F statistics for all potential breakpoints. The

breakpoint with the greatest F value for each variable

was tested for significance with a sup(F ) test (supremum

of F ) for structural change (Hansen 1997). The sup(F )

test is a test for structural changes that computes the F

statistics and subsequently performs a Chow test. (2) We

then fitted a linear regression to test for linear

relationships between the community parameter and

CCI. (3) Finally, we fitted a piecewise regression to

variables that presented significant breakpoints using the

breakpoint values obtained in step 1. Piecewise regres-

sions are models in which two or more lines are fitted to

the data and joined by breakpoints representing

thresholds (Toms and Lesperance 2003). We fitted a

simple piecewise regression model with one breakpoint

and two linear regressions fit at each side of the

breakpoint value of CCI obtained in step 1. When

necessary, we log-transformed the data to improve

normality of the residuals. A threshold relationship

between CCI and the parameter was inferred when (1)

there was a significant breakpoint (sup(F ) test); and (2)

the piecewise model fitted significantly better and had

lower AICc than the linear model. Finding a significant

breakpoint but not a better fit of the piecewise model

compared to the linear model would suggest that there is

a functional change between the two vegetation states

but that the switch is not so abrupt. We used the mean

of all threshold values of CCI obtained in the structural

change analysis to separate the area into two states (low

and high CCI). We then compared mean fire intervals

between the two states with Student’s t test. We carried

out all the analyses in R version 2.11 (R Development

Core Team 2011) using the betapart, picante, struc-

change, and vegan libraries.

RESULTS

We sampled a total of 710 individuals of 98 species in

39 taxonomic families. All of the soil variables and

diversity indices and all but one of the functional traits

presented a significant breakpoint (sup(F ) test; Table 1).

Most parameters with a significant breakpoint also

showed an improved fit when using the piecewise model

TABLE 1. Summary of the detection of thresholds in different community attributes (soil properties, plant traits, and diversity
indices) along the community closure gradient in the Brazilian Cerrado.

Community attribute

sup(F ) test LR PR
ANOVA

(LR vs. PR)

DAICcF1,96 Breakpoint Slope R2 P R2 P F2,94

Soil organic matter 51.42*** 0.57 6.32 0.17 ,0.001 0.30 ,0.001 9.25*** 13.20
Soil nitrogen 101.62*** 0.57 448.15 0.32 ,0.001 0.46 ,0.001 13.18*** 19.82
Soil phosphorus 63.02*** 0.57 1.90 0.24 ,0.001 0.38 ,0.001 10.13*** 14.73
Soil sum of bases 36.72*** 0.58 4.89 0.12 ,0.001 0.35 ,0.001 15.98*** 24.03
Soil aluminum saturation 74.83*** 0.58 �5.11 0.25 ,0.001 0.45 ,0.001 17.67*** 27.05
Height to diameter ratio 172.54*** 0.59 98.79 0.52 ,0.001 0.64 ,0.001 15.03*** 52.79
Bark thickness to diameter ratio 61.08*** 0.56 �0.02 0.30 ,0.001 0.39 ,0.001 11.23*** 9.04
Wood density 84.56*** 0.57 0.04 0.43 ,0.001 0.49 ,0.001 6.23** 7.79
Leaf toughness 24.94*** 0.58 �0.10 0.15 ,0.001 0.20 ,0.001 3.63* 2.89
Specific leaf area 181.47*** 0.57 1.45 0.50 ,0.001 0.66 ,0.001 21.44*** 32.43
Leaf nitrogen 12.43** 0.43 0.04 0.12 ,0.001 0.13 0.001 0.79ns �3.36
Leaf phosphorus 11.24* 0.57 �0.03 0.05 0.032 0.08 0.004 0.18ns �0.81
Leaf potassium 4.85ns �0.04 0.03 0.078
Mean phylogenetic distance 39.57*** 0.56 12.01 0.26 ,0.001 0.30 ,0.001 2.38ns 0.46
Phylogenetic community distance� 75.31*** 0.57 11.44 0.30 ,0.001 0.44 ,0.001 11.84*** 17.62
Jaccard’s beta diversity� 64.59*** 0.57 90.87 0.26 ,0.001 0.39 ,0.001 10.21*** 14.86
Composition dissimilarity 1�,� 54.21*** 0.57 69.07 0.31 ,0.001 0.37 ,0.001 4.04* 3.75
Composition dissimilarity 2�,§ 99.07*** 0.59 39.77 0.39 ,0.001 0.50 ,0.001 11.21*** 16.56
Shannon’s diversity 55.22*** 0.56 0.18 0.39 ,0.001 0.42 ,0.001 2.69ns 1.04
Richness 56.07*** 0.56 0.84 0.40 ,0.001 0.44 ,0.001 2.88ns 1.42

Notes: Structural change analysis (supremum of F test, which computes F statistics and then performs a Chow test), linear
regression (LR), and piecewise regression (PR) are shown. The comparison between the linear and the piecewise model was
performed by an ANOVA (LR vs. PR); the changes in AICc are also shown. Thresholds are defined as significant breakpoints
[sup(F ) test] with a piecewise model explaining significantly more variability than the linear model.

* P � 0.05; ** P � 0.01; *** P � 0.001. Results that are not significant are denoted ‘‘ns.’’
� Beta diversity indices were measured cumulatively along the community closure index gradient.
� Abundance-based.
§ Considering presence/absence only.
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compared to a linear model (Table 1; Fig. 1; Appendix

D), suggesting that the breakpoint is rather abrupt. Soil

features presented threshold patterns with breakpoints

between 0.56 and 0.58 community closure index (CCI)

that separated areas with low soil fertility (at low CCI)

from areas with high soil fertility (at high CCI). All but

three functional traits (leaf nutrient contents) presented

a threshold pattern with breakpoints between 0.56 and

0.59 CCI (Table 1), although the functional change in

leaf toughness was relatively small. Breakpoints sepa-

rated communities dominated by plants with low height-

to-diameter and high bark thickness-to-diameter ratios,

low wood densities, and tougher leaves with low specific

areas (at low CCI) from communities with the opposite

characteristics (at high CCI). Most of the beta diversity

indicators (phylogenetic and nonphylogenetic) present-

ed a clear threshold-type distribution in relation to CCI,

suggesting a compositional and phylogenetic turnover.

However, alpha diversity measures (mean phylogenetic

distance, Shannon diversity, and species richness) and

abundance-weighted composition dissimilarity present-

ed significant breakpoints with a nonsignificant or

slightly significant increased fit by the piecewise model

(Table 1), suggesting that the shifts in these parameters

are not abrupt.

Considering all significant breakpoints in the sup(F )

test with an improved fit by the piecewise model, the

mean threshold was located at CCI ¼ 0.57 6 0.009

(mean 6 SD). This mean threshold separated two clear

states with contrasting community attributes (Fig. 2,

Appendix E). The mean fire interval differed signifi-

cantly before and after this mean threshold (t test; t ¼
�9.085, P , 0.001) with clearly longer mean fire

intervals associated with plots located at the high end

of the CCI gradient (Fig. 3).

DISCUSSION

Soil properties, phylogenetic and nonphylogenetic

beta diversities, and most of the plant functional traits

presented a threshold pattern along the community

closure index (CCI) gradient with coinciding break-

points, providing strong evidence of a functional

threshold along the forest–savanna gradient. Open

environments consisted of communities growing on

poor soil and dominated by short species, with early

investments in thick barks and low wood density and

with thick and tough leaves (high toughness and low

specific area). In contrast, closed communities grew in

more fertile soils and included plants having the

opposite functional attributes. Moreover, we found

contrasting fire regimes on the two sides of the

threshold, with open formations showing shorter fire

intervals than closed formations and a switch from

communities dominated by fire-resistant plants to

communities dominated by shade-tolerant species that

compensate for their lack of fire resistance by efficiently

closing the canopy (i.e., reducing flammability). Overall,

our results are consistent with the theoretical model of

fire–plant feedbacks as main drivers of the coexistence of

two stable states, savanna and forest (Hoffmann et al.

FIG. 1. Log-transformed height-to-diameter ratio, bark thickness-to-diameter ratio, wood density (originally measured as mg/
mm3), and specific leaf area (SLA; originally measured as mm2/mg) along the community closure index gradient (CCI, from 0 to 1)
as examples of the threshold-type relationships found at Emas National Park in central Brazil. Vertical gray lines represent
significant breakpoints (P , 0.001; Table 1). For more examples see Appendix D.
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2012a, Murphy and Bowman 2012). In this context, we

provide the first field-based evidence for a community-

level threshold separating two vegetation states, with

distinct functional and phylogenetic characteristics and

associated with different fire regimes.

The functional characteristics of plants associated

with the two states support the idea that these

communities are maintained by plant–fire feedbacks.

In open communities, grasses are often tall, whereas

trees and shrubs are small, leaving no fuel gaps between

grasses and woody plants (Appendix A: Fig. A1f ).

Consequently, fires in open communities affect the

whole plant (Appendix A: Fig. A1a). However, Cerrado

plants typically have thick, often corky barks that

protect the whole stem (see Appendix A: Fig A1d for an

example). Depending on the fire intensity, the bark

effectively protects a portion of fully scorched branches,

and the plant resprouts epicormically from the protected

lateral buds. This pattern results in trees with branched

architectures. When combined with recurrent topkill

and the need for stocking resources for resprouting, it

results in slow growth in height (low height-to-diameter

ratios; Higgins et al. 2007, Dantas et al. 2013) and light

woods (high rates of vegetative resprout; Curran et al.

2008). This pattern differs from other savannas (e.g.,

many oak savannas and pine savannas) in which plants

have a relatively thick stem bark and there is a clear fuel

gap between the grass layer and the overstory, protect-

ing branches and leaves from surface fires (Glitzenstein

et al. 1995, Peterson and Reich 2001, Keeley et al. 2012).

In contrast, open Cerrado trees with corky bark in both

stem and branches are similar to some Mediterranean

trees with very thick bark that resprout epicormically

after crown fires (Pausas 1997, Catry et al. 2012). In

closed communities, fire is inhibited because shade-

tolerant plants quickly occupy light gaps, preventing

light-demanding C4 grasses from establishing. This

effect, combined with the changes in microclimatic

condition promoted by a closed canopy, drastically

reduces the flammability of the system (Hoffmann et al.

2012b), allowing these fire-sensitive, shade-tolerant

species that possess high wood density to support large

crowns (Enquist et al. 1999, Markesteijn et al. 2011),

and high photosynthetic ratios per unit leaf mass to

quickly occupy open light gaps (high specific leaf area;

Westoby et al. 2002). Although bark thickness is the

FIG. 2. Community attributes (standardized from 0 to 1) at
each side of the mean threshold (CCI ¼ 0.57) along the CCI
gradient (for attributes with greater variability explained by the
piecewise model; Table 1). Light gray indicates open commu-
nities (CCI , 0.57); dark gray indicates closed communities
(CCI � 0.57). Open and closed communities correspond to the
plots where community closure indices are smaller and greater,
respectively, than the mean breakpoint obtained in Table 1
along the community closure gradient. (a) Soil: organic matter
(OM), nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), sum of bases (SB), and
aluminum saturation (Al sat). (b) Traits: height-to-diameter
ratio (H:D), bark thickness-to-diameter ratio (BTh:D), wood
density (WD), leaf toughness (LTh), and specific leaf area
(SLA). (c) Diversity indices: phylogenetic community distance
(PCD), Jaccard’s beta diversity (BJac), abundance-based
community dissimilarity (Dis.Ab), and presence–absence-based
community dissimilarity (Dis.PA). Thick bars show medians,
boxes show lower and upper quartiles, whiskers show
maximum and minimum values, and open circles show outliers.

FIG. 3. Frequency distribution of plots in relation to mean
fire interval (MFI; grouped into one-year interval classes) for
plots with low community closure index (light gray bars; 98% of
the plots have MFI , 6 yr) and for plots with high community
closure index (dark gray bars; 79% of the plots have MFI . 30
yr).
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most important trait preventing tree and stem mortality

in Neotropical forests and savannas (Hoffmann et al.

2009, Brando et al. 2012), high wood density, large stem

diameter, and high canopies are also associated with

reduced levels of stem mortality in tropical savannas and

forests (Archibald and Bond 2003, Brando et al. 2012).

These characteristics of forest species as well as the high

absolute bark thickness provided by large stems may be

important to prevent low-intensity surface fires from

opening the community.

High and low specific leaf areas were associated with

closed and open communities, respectively. Specific leaf

area is a key trait related to the leaf economic spectrum,

and high specific leaf area is often associated with high

photosynthetic capacity per unit leaf mass and fast leaf

turnover (Westoby et al. 2002). These characteristics

confer an efficient response to light patchiness (Westoby et

al. 2002) and may allow forest species to quickly reach

canopy closure in the absence of fire. Thus, mixed

communities of shade-tolerant forest and shade-intolerant

Cerrado species become unstable and rare (Hoffmann et

al. 2009, Ratnam et al. 2011), leading to a threshold

pattern. On the open side of the threshold, soils are

nutrient poor, and recurrent fires cause frequent nutrient

losses by consuming live and dead biomass (Pivello and

Coutinho 1992); the need for a large carbohydrate reserve

for resprouting in this system may favor plants with high

nutrient-use efficiency and leaves with high investments in

leaf structure and low palatability to herbivores to avoid

nutrient loss (low specific leaf areas and high leaf

toughness [Westoby et al. 2002, Craine 2009]).

All soil nutrients presented a clear threshold pattern,

with greater fertility in the soil (high nitrogen, phos-

phorus, sum of bases, and organic matter, and low

aluminum saturation) associated with closed communi-

ties. Nutrient stock analysis has been used to demon-

strate that the size of the nutrient pool in the soil of

Neotropical savannas is not a limiting factor preventing

the development of a forest biomass (Bond 2010).

Indeed, many forest species are able to establish and

develop in nutrient-poor soils of adjacent Neotropical

savannas, suggesting that the nutrient pool is not a

limiting factor to forest species (Hoffmann et al. 2009).

Moreover, tropical savannas and forests have been

found to occur within both nutrient-rich and nutrient-

poor soils (Bond 2008, 2010, Hoffmann et al. 2012a),

and without sufficiently long fire intervals, forests

cannot replace savannas, despite soil fertility (Hoffmann

et al. 2009, 2012a, Rossatto et al. 2009). Instead,

increasing evidence suggests that the effect of soil on

tree growth rates and how it affects the probability of a

given community achieving fire inhibition are more

likely to be the pathways by which soil affects biome

distribution in the tropics (Bond 2010, Hoffmann et al.

2012a, Murphy and Bowman 2012). Because the break-

points in fire-related traits coincide with those of soil,

our results are consistent with the idea of fire as the main

driver of the thresholds observed here, whereas soil

fertility decreases the time needed for crossing the fire-

inhibition threshold (Hoffmann et al. 2009, 2012a).

Flammability in the Cerrado is a function of

community closure, and it shifts abruptly once a certain

PLATE 1. In tropical landscapes, vegetation patches of contrasting tree densities occur within the same climatic conditions,
forming mosaics. The photograph was taken at Emas National Park (Goiás, Brazil). Photo credit: V. de L. Dantas.
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level of community closure is achieved. After this point,

fire recurrence and/or intensity are predicted to be

critically low (Hoffmann et al. 2012b). Our results for

three decades of fire history support this prediction. The

contrasting fire regimes associated with contrasting

patterns in community parameters, including fire-related

ones, indicate that plant–fire stabilizing feedbacks are

linked to changes in fire regimes. Changes in fire regime

associated with community closure were also observed

in the Australian savannas, where low-intensity fires or

fire inhibition was associated with closed-canopy com-

munities, and high-intensity fires were associated with

open-canopy communities (Trauernicht et al. 2012).

Open communities are subject to frequent fires that

often affect most of the plants, whereas in closed

communities fires are rare, and when they occur are

often very low-intensity surface fires (Trauernicht et al.

2012). This pattern is most likely related to the

inhibition of grassy fuels, the decrease in wind speed

and air temperature, and the increase in fuel moisture

achieved after crossing a critical community closure

threshold (Hoffmann et al. 2012b, Trauernicht et al.

2012). Although we might have missed some understory

fires in closed communities on the satellite images, these

fires are of low intensity, as forests tolerate them without

opening large gaps that could change vegetation state.

Moreover, a change from fires that fully burn the trees

to understory surface fires represents an abrupt change

in fire intensity consistent with a fire-inhibition threshold

and with the stable state theory. Thus our data provide

additional evidence that after a certain canopy closure is

achieved, fires that topkill larger plants are absent for

long periods, in contrast with the savannas, where the

lack of a fuel gap between grasses and woody plants

often results in crown fires.

Phylogenetic and nonphylogenetic beta diversities

shifted along the gradient of the CCI, reflecting the

compositional and phylogenetic differences among open

and closed communities. Despite the existence of

congeneric forest and savanna species (Hoffmann and

Franco 2003, Simon et al. 2009), abrupt changes in

abiotic conditions associated with high phylo-beta

diversity (i.e., high phylogenetic turnover as measured

by the phylogenetic community distance index) are

indications of phylogenetic conservatism of species

niches and their associated traits (Graham and Fine

2008). Moreover, high beta and phylo-beta diversities

are expected when there is a limited dispersal of a species

from one environment to another, or when an entire

clade is locally missing (Graham and Fine 2008). Given

that there was not limited dispersal between savanna

and forest sites (i.e., they belong to the same regional

species pool), the threshold pattern in the two beta

diversity indices indicates that the observed differences

are ecological rather than biogeographical and empha-

sizes the different assembly processes between the two

vegetation states (Graham and Fine 2008). Mean

phylogenetic distance also presented a breakpoint in its

distribution with lower values in open communities.

This result is consistent with findings in mediterranean

ecosystems in which high fire activity drives the co-

occurrence of closely related species (Verdú and Pausas

2007). Nevertheless, the shifts were not abrupt com-

pared with other community attributes.

In summary, we provided field-based evidence for the

existence of functional and diversity thresholds that are

consistent with the hypothesis that savanna and forest

are two stable states. Plant height-to-diameter and bark

thickness-to-diameter ratios, woody density, and specific

leaf area presented the most contrast among plant

attributes between the two states, and these are key traits

predicting plant strategies, community assembly, and

plant survival in fire-prone landscapes (Westoby et al.

2002, Curran et al. 2008, Craine 2009, Hoffmann et al.

2009, Brando et al. 2012, Lawes et al. 2012). The strong

association between these traits and communities with

different fire regimes provides additional support for the

idea that fire–plant feedback processes regulate the

dynamics of savanna and forest biomes, maintaining

them as two different states with contrasting function,

diversity, and assembly processes in tropical landscapes.
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